
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a scientist analyst. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for scientist analyst

Define system changes and development activities to laboratory information
management systems (LIMS) and portals according to the organization’s
goals, needs and objectives
Research and analyze business needs for enhancements and impacts to
existing products emerging from new solutions (Big Data, Cloud, Business
Analytics and Artificial Intelligence)
Develop and document workflows through the various departments and
assist department managers in improving the workflows, processes and
automation methods
Monitor regulatory guidelines (such as GLP / GCLP, HIPAA, PHI, PII and other
privacy requirements), compliance-related guidance (especially Title 21 CFR
Part 11) and biopharmaceutical industry standards to determine impacts on
data reporting and data delivery
Perform initial planning and scoping activities with the Manager of Model
Risk and the business unit management/Model Owner for the specific model
to be validated
Establish and agree to timelines that include specific milestones and target
dates
Validation Execution
Analyze and challenge the model’s design, assumptions, performance and
usage
Develop and perform testing, benchmarking, sensitivity analysis, and other
procedures to effectively test the data, model performance and business unit
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Qualifications for scientist analyst

Familiar with Department of Energy financial systems (STRIPES)
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Physics, Mathematics, Statistics,
Economics or related technical field
Experience with using packages like R to perform deeper analyses also a plus
MI and data Analytics experience
Feeding analysis and briefings into management meetings and to the senior
board
Responsible for delivering regular, timely and actionable data insight and
providing detailed analysis Manage delivery of day to day activities for
assigned workstream aligned to overall project objectives


